
  



DOE 
 

HESITANT 

Draw two Action Cards in combat and act on the lowest. If you draw a Joker, use it 
normally and ignore this Hindrance for the round. 
 

LOYAL 

You are a stalwart defender who risks your life for your friends without hesitation. You 

are the first to come to friends’ rescue when they’re threatened. 
 

SHY 

You are a bit bashful when it comes to hijinks. You make Mischief rolls at -2. 
 

FAST ROLLER 

Your Pace is increased by +2, and your rolling die increases one die type (from d6 to d8, for 
example). Let’s roll! 
 

LUCK 

You seem to be blessed by fate, karma, the gods, or whatever external forces you believe 

in. Draw one extra Benny at the beginning of each game session, allowing you to succeed at 

important tasks more often than most, and survive incredible dangers. 
  



  



RAY 
 

DRIVEN 

You want something for yourself. It may be to protect the realm, become a decorated 

officer, prove you’re the best gladiator in Rome, or the best pilot in the galactic fleet. This 

shapes you and pushes your decisions, but happens rarely or is fairly harmless. 
 

VOW 

You have sworn an oath to someone or something you believe in. Your vow might be to serve 

an order with a broad mandate that rarely conflicts with the party’s goals. 
 

GIFTED 

You have such great strength of Spirit that you can focus your own energies – and the 

energies that surround you – to activate amazing powers. As an action, you can also use 

Focus to Support friends or Test foes. 
 

COMMON BOND 

Your greatest strength often comes from your companions, and you are willing to give some 

of your own fortune, fate, or luck to support them. You may freely give your Bennies to 

any other character you can communicate with. Explain what form this takes, from a quick 

shout of encouragement to a welcome pat on the back. 
 

CARING THOUGHTS 

Power Points: 2 

Range: Spirit 

Duration: Instant 

Trappings: Waves of warm feelings, positive thoughts, smiles 

You can help your allies do amazing things. A success gives one reroll token to an ally, 
which they can spend on a single failed Trait roll during the current encounter. A raise 

also gives the recipient +2 to the reroll. 
  



  



MEE 
 

JEALOUS 

Insecurity leads to envy of others’ accomplishments or being overly possessive of what you 

feels belongs to you. You often complain, pout, covet others’ possessions or accolades, 
claim credit for another’s work, disobey commands, or generally cause problems. Your 

jealousy is focused on one particular subject (such as your “unrivaled” skill as a pilot or 

a romantic interest). 
 

SHAMED 

Something haunts you. Maybe you made a vow you didn’t keep. Maybe you were defeated in 

an honorable fight and ordered the death of your foe anyway for some greater principle. 
Maybe you aren’t actually cowardly but once ran from a battle and left others to die. The 

shameful circumstances aren’t generally known – it just haunts you. You might go out of 

your way, against all reason, not to repeat the mistake. Or you might give in to the same 

set of circumstances and hate your for it. 
 

STUBBORN 

You always want your way and never admit you’re wrong. Even when it’s painfully obvious 

you’ve made a mistake you try to justify it with half-truths and rationalizations. 
 

PRACTICAL JOKER 

You love to play pranks and jokes on friends and foes, even on members of the band. As a 

result, it’s hard for others to take you seriously. Besides the fun role-playing 

opportunities, you also subtract -1 from Persuasion rolls. 
 

  



MEE 
 

ROOBER 

Skill: Roob-It (Smarts) 

Starting Baubles: 5 

Using baubles, Roobers create a magical chain reaction to achieve a stated effect. Describe 

the baubles used, how they interact, and what the chain reaction will do. You can use 

baubles held by their allies, with their permission.  
Easy Peasy: A simple effect using 2 baubles – happens end of this turn. For example, a 

simple chain reaction can Test an opponent with +1 to the Roober’s opposed roll, 
create a sudden sound like a brief whistle, or perform a minor feat like pushing a 

bauble off a shelf. 
Ordinary: A useful effect, costing 4 baubles—happens end of next turn. Award a Benny 

to a friend, conjure a sudden gust of wind to scatter items on a table, or perform a 

feat like shattering a small object. 
Let’s Roll!: A potent effect, using 8 baubles—happens after two turns. Award a 

Conviction token to a band member, make an opponent lose their next turn, or perform 

some amazing feat like cutting or yanking the power cord of a host’s device. 
With a success, the effect works in the normal amount of time. With a raise, it works one 

turn sooner – or immediately if it’s Easy Peasy. The baubles are consumed or scattered 

after a successful Roob-It roll. If the roll fails, one bauble is consumed. 
Roobers can activate powers – using baubles instead of Power Points. Roobers can also 

spend a Benny to get 5 random baubles. 
 

 

 

SAFETY 

Power Points: 2 

Range: Smarts 

Duration: 5 

Trappings: Safe thoughts, warm aura, sense of serenity 

Safety gives +2 points of armor to the recipient when you succeed on the arcane skill roll. 
A raise also gives a free reroll on any attempt to recover from Shaken status or Soak a 

Wound during the power’s duration. 
 

  



MEE 
 

CREATIVE TRICKSES TABLE 

2d6 roll Effect 

2 It’s All About You: Your Trick helps you instead of further affecting your foe. You 

can choose to remove a level of Fatigue, remove one Wound, or take one token of 

Conviction. 
3-4 Benny Bonus: The Trick messed with your opponent’s mind. They’re Shaken. Even 

better, you get a Benny! 

5-6 Woot! Woot!: Your opponent is Distracted, Vulnerable, and Shaken! 

7 Shaken: The foe is Shaken, in addition to the status you chose for your success. 
Sorry, nothing else special. Maybe next time. 

8-9 Totally Tricksy: This Trick totally fooled your foe. They lose their next turn because 

they’re still dazed by your amazing Trickses. The status you chose for the success 

still ends immediately after the foe’s next turn is skipped. 
10-11 Mind Mischief: You gain confidence in your Trickses. Your foe is Shaken, and you also 

get a free reroll on your next Trickses roll against any opponent during this 

encounter. 
12 Let’s Roll: You’re on a roll! After your turn ends, you get another full turn of 

actions and movement. You can go on Hold if you wish, but you must use your extra 

turn in this round. 
 

 

 

 

 

WHAT? 

Power Points: 2 

Range: Smarts 

Duration: Special 

Trappings: Mumbling, rolling in circles, pointing at nothing 

Usually, Dustbunnies need only a few moments to roll away from trouble or complete some 

waggery. With this power, you can make foes stop and say “What?” It’s a fun thing for 

band members to watch, when it works, as this magic mischief has unpredictable results – 

always a plus for Dustbunnies. 
This is an opposed roll between your arcane skill and the target(s) Smarts. If you win, 
roll on the Creative Trickses table and apply the results immediately. If the foe wins, the 
caster loses 1 Power Point, as usual.  



  



FAH 
 

DAREDEVIL 

You are willing to risk almost anything to help the band achieve a goal. Whether it’s 
tricking a scary adversary so others can roll away safely or rolling into a body of water 

in order to acquire a new bauble, you take big risks when things matter. 
 

ENEMY 

Someone out there hates you and wants you ruined, locked away, or dead. A Major Enemy 

might represent powerful authorities, a band of outlaws, or a single very powerful and 

relentless rival. 
 

QUIRK 

You have some minor foible that is usually humorous but can occasionally cause real 

trouble. A swashbuckler may always try to slash his initials on his foes, a dwarf may brag 

constantly about his culture, or a snobby debutante might not eat, drink, or socialize with 

the lower class, for example. 
 

BRAVE 

You have learned to master your fear, or have dealt with so many horrors you’ve become 

jaded. You add +2 to Fear checks and subtract 2 from Fear Table results. 
 

BRAWNY 

You are very large or very fit. Your Size increases by +1 (and therefore Toughness by 1) 

and you treats your Strength as one die type higher when determining Encumbrance and 

Minimum Strength to use armor, weapons, and equipment without a penalty.  



 

  



SOH 
 

CAUTIOUS 

You personify restraint and carefulness. You never make rash decisions and like to plot 

things out in detail long before any action is taken. 
 

CURIOUS 

It killed the cat, and it might kill you as well. You have to check out everything and always 

want to know what’s behind a potential mystery or secret. 
 

QUIRK 

You have some minor foible that is usually humorous but can occasionally cause real 

trouble. A swashbuckler may always try to slash his initials on his foes, a dwarf may brag 

constantly about his culture, or a snobby debutante might not eat, drink, or socialize with 

the lower class, for example. 
 

CLEVER 

Given a second to think, you come up with lots of ways to make mischief. When your Action 

Card is Five or less, ignore up to 2 points of penalties or get a free reroll during your 

turn. 
 

ARCANE BACKGROUND (MIND OVER MATTER) 

Arcane Skill: Mind Over Matter (Smarts) 

Starting Powers: 3 

Power Points: 10 

Some band members can make magic happen with the power of their thoughts. Happens all 

the time under the couch. As an action, you can also use your arcane skill to Support 

friends or Test foes. 
 

  



SOH 
 

BEWILDER 

Power Points: 2 

Range: Smarts 

Duration: Instant 

Trappings: Nonsense words, strange body language, erratic rolling 

You know how to make a foe forget about whatever they were going to do, temporarily. 
Make an opposed roll with arcane skill against the target’s Smarts. With a success, the 
target is Shaken and Distracted. With a raise, the target is Stunned. 
 

BIG HUGS 

Power Points: 3 

Range: Touch 

Duration: Instant 

Trappings: Happy thoughts, warm feelings, friendly pats 

Heal one Wound with a success, or two Wounds with a raise. 
 

MAKE BELIEVE 

Rank: Novice 

Power Points: 3 

Range: Spirit 

Duration: 5 

Trappings: Imagination, shapes from dust and scraps 

Use your power of imagination to make their foes believe made-up things are real. These 

made-up things can’t hurt a foe, but they can occupy one’s attention. The things must fit 

into a Small Blast Template area within your range. 
Describe the made-up thing and make an arcane skill roll. A success for makes a foe believe 

the thing for the duration of the power – or until the foe makes a Spirit roll to disbelieve, 
which happens whenever the Host thinks there’s a reason for the foe to get the roll. 
The Host also decides what the effect is on the target each round. This can be any status 

(Distracted, Vulnerable, Entangled, Shaken, etc.) based on the caster’s description – and it 

can change from round to round. A raise makes two statuses apply. 
For example, a Dustbunny encounters some mice while on a mission of mischief. The caster 

succeeds, describing the sudden appearance of a make believe cat, hoping to keep the mice 

occupied long enough to complete the mischief. The Host decides the mice are Distracted in the 

first round, but gives them a Spirit roll in the second round because the cat makes no 

attempt to catch them.  



  



LAH 
 

QUIRK 

You have some minor foible that is usually humorous but can occasionally cause him real 

trouble. A swashbuckler may always try to slash his initials on his foes, a dwarf may brag 

constantly about his culture, or a snobby debutante might not eat, drink, or socialize with 

the lower class, for example. 
 

OVERCONFIDENT 

There’s nothing out there you can’t defeat. At least that’s what you thinks. You believe 

you can do most anything and never want to retreat from a challenge. You’re not suicidal, 
but you certainly take on more than common sense dictates. 
 

WORK THE ROOM 

Your words don’t just inspire those they’re directed at – they often inspire others as 

well. Once per turn, you can roll an additional skill die when Supporting with Persuasion 

or Performance. The additional die Supports any other ally who can see or hear your hero, 
and applies to their next action, whatever it may be. 
  



 

 

  



TEE 
 

DRIVEN 

You want something for yourself. It may be to protect the realm, become a decorated 

officer, prove you’re the best gladiator in Rome, or the best pilot in the galactic fleet. 
Driven shapes you and pushes your decisions, but either happens rarely or is fairly 

harmless. 
 

HABIT 

You have an annoying or dangerous compulsion. It irritates those around you but isn’t 

dangerous. Maybe you pick her nose, can’t stop fiddling with your phone, say “y’know” in 

the middle of every sentence, or chew and smack gum loudly and often. Allies avoid you if 

possible. 
 

PHOBIA 

Phobias are overwhelming and irrational fears that plague your psyche. Whenever you are 

in the presence of your phobia (GM’s call, but generally sight), subtracts -1 from all your 

Trait rolls. Phobias shouldn’t be too obvious; everyone should be afraid of vampires, for 
example, so it’s not a phobia, it’s common sense. Instead, the phobia usually centers on 

some random element the mind associates with the event. Remember, phobias are irrational 

fears. 
 

FREE ROLLER 

You excel at rolling around a host’s home, where obstacles are everywhere. You can move 

at full pace on Difficult Ground, such as shag carpet or slippery floor tiles. You also gain 

a free reroll for Athletics when climbing or otherwise navigating obstacles such as 

furniture, the host’s socks or shoes, or abandoned toys. Let’s roll! 
 


